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This work is designed to help introduce students in the Master of
Public Administration program at Auburn University to the major
types of research material that are available in the Ralph Brown
Draughon Library. The exercise simulates a typical research
process by posing a series of questions about a specific issue in
the public administration field, namely the development and
implementation of federal government policy on health maintenance
organizations. The questions involve the identification and use
of relevant books, articles, dissertations, hearings, reports,
statutes, regulations, and court cases. A list of appropriate
library reference tools and an answer key accompany the exercise,
which is administered following an introductory lecture-tour.
The average time required to complete the assignment is arotid
five hours.
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FEDERAL HMO POLICY:

A LIBRARY RESEARCH EXERCISE

This assignment is designed to introduce you to the rich variety of source
materials on American public administration that are available in the Ralph
Brown Draughon Library. You will be given a series of questions relating
to a particular issue in the public policy field. Each question requires
the use of a different published source of information on the topic. By
confronting you with a search problem that involves the use of a broad range
of primary, secondary, and bibliographic sources, this exercise will help
you develop the ability to research most any topic in the area of public
administration.

After reading the questions, consult the proper sources and locate the
requested facts. Write your answers in the spaces provided. Refer to
the class library handout for a list of some appropriate sources. Of
course, the library staff will gladly assist you with any problems.

1. You have just been assigned the task of writing a paper on the
development and implementation of federal policy regarding health
maintenance organizations (HMOs). Your instructor recommends that
you consult Lawrence Brown's recent book on politics and health
care in order to gain a preliminary understanding of the HMO issue.

Use a LUIS terminal to find the cataloging record for Brown's
book. Search by author.

What is the call number of the book?

What are the complete Library of Congress subject
headings assigned to the book?

Make a subject search in LUIS using the first heading assigned
to Brown's book. Use the full heading.

How many items does LUIS list under this subject?

How many of th listed items were published by the
United States government?
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Find Brown's book on the shelf and briefly scan the contents. Use
Chapter 5 to answe- the following questions.

In what year did the federal Health Maintenance Organization
Act pass?

Which two Congressional committees held hearings during the
early !970s on proposed HMO legislation?

2. You then decide to find a few relevant journal articles. You are
interested in identifying articles published in academic/scholarly
journals as well as ones found in professional/medical publications.

A colleague remembers seeing good articles on aspects of the HMO
question in recent (1980-85) issues of Policy Studies Journal and
Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law. He believes that
someone named Bonanno authored one of the articles, He also recalls
a fine article by Bauman on the formulation and evolution of HMO
policy. He believes it was published around 1976 in Social Science
and Medicine.

Use appropriate indexes to find citations for these three
articles. Complete the bibliographic entries listed below.

Authoi(s):

Article Title:

Journal Name: Policy Studies Journal

Volume:

Date:

Pages:

Author(s):

Article Title:

Journal Name: Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law

Volume:

Date:

Pages:
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Author(s):

Article Title:

Journal Name: Social Science and Medicine

Volume:

Date:

Pages:

Does the RBD Library receive these three journals? If so, indicate
call numbers.

Policy Studies Journal

Does library have subscription?

Call number of journal:

Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law

Does library have subscription?

Call number of journal:

Social Science and Medicine

Does library have subscription?

Call number of journal:

Find the Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law article on the
shelf. Scan the footnotes at the end of the article. What article
is cited in note 29?

Author:

Article Title:

Journal Name:

Volume:

Date:

You then seek to determine whether any articles on HMO policy have appeared
in such leading medical journals as JA,A, American Journal of Public Health,
or New England Journal of Medicine.
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Use an appropriate index to find a relevant article published in
one of these journals. Try to find an article that appeared
between 1971 and 1975, since you want to see how the professional
medical comm-lity reacted to the federal HMO legislation.
Indicate the article you selected by completing the bibliographic
information below.

Author(s):

Article Title:

Journal Name:

Volume:

Date:

Pages:

3. After finding a variety of books and articles dealing with HMO policy, you
decide to see if there are any recent dissertations on the topic.

Use Comprehensive Dissertation Index to find a recent (1980)
political science dissertation about the development and
implementation of federal policy on HMOs. Complete the
bibliographic data delow.

Author:

Title:

Institution:

Degree:

Date:

Pages:

In order to gain a fuller understanding of what this dissertation
covers, you decide to read the corresponding abstract printed in
Dissertation Abstracts International.

What noes the author consider to be some of the main
factors that accounted for the unsuccessful record of
the federal HMO program?
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4. Now that you have identified several pertinent secondary works, you decideto explore what kinds of government publications are available.

You figure that it would be helpful to find the text and legislative
history of the original Health Maintenance Organization Act. Use
Uuited States Statutes at Large to answer the following questions.

On what date did the Health
Maintenance Organization Act

become law?

What is the appropriate legal citation for the act's location
in United States Statutes at Large? (Example: 85 Stat. 403)

What is i.s Public Law number? (Example: P.L. 96-264)

What is the number of the Senate Report that accompanied the
bill (S. 14) out of committee? (Example: S. Rpt. 98-56)

Remembering that Congress held hearings during the early 1970s on
proposed HMO legislation, you decide to locate the printed documentsthat record these valuable committee proceedings. Use an appropriate
index to identify the House committee hearings held in 1972 and 1973
on the HMO issue. Locate the volumes on the shelf and answer the
following questions.

How many separate volumes of 1972 hearings were published?

Who represented the American Medical Association at the 1972
hearings?

Did the AMA representatives support or cppose the passage of the
HMO development legislation being considered by the committee?
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What is the SuDoc number of the 1973 hearing?

Who represented the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare at the 1973 hearings?

Which of the two bills under consideration by the committee
did the HEW representatives support?

You then seek to find the text of the Senate Report that accompanied
the Senate HMO bill (S. 14) out of committee. Find the report in the
"Serial Set" and answer the following questions.

What is the number of the "Serial Set" volume that contains
this particular Senate Report?

Which member of the Sens committee submitted a minority
view that opposed passage of the HMO bill?

Because the Health Maintenance Organization Act has been emended
several times in the years since its original passage, you decide
to find the current codification of all federal laws pertaining to
HMOs. Use the 1982 edition of United States Code to answer the
following questions.

Which title of USC contains the principal federal laws on the
organization and operation of HMOs?

Which section of that title requires the Secretary of Health
and Human Services to submit an annual report co Congress on
federal assistance to HMOs?

In order to find out how federal agencies implement the various

statutory provisions dealing with HMOs, you decide to examine the
body of pertinent federal regulations. Use Code of Federal
Regulations to answer the following questions.
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Which title of CFR contains the main body of regulations
dealing with HMOs?

Which section of that title specifies application requirements
for becoming a federally qualified HMO?

You ther decide to identify some relevant publications issued by
government agencies concerned with HMO policies and operations. You
are especially interested in finding studies prepared by the
Department of Health and Human Services and the General Accounting
Office. Use an appropriate index to find 1) the HHS annual report on
the HMO system for fiscal year 1981 and 2) a 1978 GAO report on the
performance of 14 federally qualified HMOs. Complete the
bibliographic data below.

Agency Author:

Title:

Date:

Pages:

SuDoc Number:

Agency Author:

Title:

Date:

Pages:

SuDoc Number:

Locate the two documents and scan the contents of each. Answer the
following questions.

What does the Director of the Office of Health Maintenance
Organizations say in his introduction to the HMO annual report
regarding future federal involvement with HMO developmental
grants?
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According to the introductory digest of the GO report, :that three
problems with federal implementation of the Health Maintenance
Organization Act still hampered development of the HMO concept?

5. After examining assorted government materials, you decide to investizate what
sorts of litigation have grown out of the HMO system.

Use appropriate legal sources to identify two federal court cases
that involve HMOs OY cite HMO statutes. Indicate case names and
citations below. (Example: Jones v. United States, 357 F. Simp. 103)

1)

2)

Select one of the cases and find the text of the decision in an
appropriate legal source. Make a photocopy of the first page of
the ruling. Attach the copy to the back of this exercise.

0000
000
00
0
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FEDERAL HMO POLICY:

A LIBRARY RESEARCH EXERCISE

This assignment is designed to introduce you to the rich variety of sourcematerials on American public administration that are available in the RalphBrown Draughon Library. You will be given a series of questions relating
to a patticular issue in the public policy field. Each question requiresthe use of a different published source of information on the topic. Byconfronting you with a search problem that involves the use of a broad rangeof primarj, secondary, and bibliographic sources, this exercise will help
you develop the ability to research most any topic in the area of public
administration.

After reading the questions, consult the proper sources and locate tha
requested facts. Write your answers in the spaces provided. Refer tothe class library handout for a list of some appropriate sources. Of
course, the library staff will gladly assist you with any problems.

1 You have just been assigned the task of writing a paper on the
development and implementation of federal policy regarding health
maintenance organizations (HMOs). Your instructor recommends that
you consult Lawrence Brown's recent book on politics and health
care in order to gain a preliminary understanding of the HMO issue.

Use a LUIS terminal to find the cataloging record for Brown's
book. Search by author.

What is the call number of the book?

RA 413.5 . US G-1 ( x°133
What are the complete Library of Congress subject
headings assigned to the book?

\EI'144-1141)16)tv-TENAN 0KGRNIWI0VS--UNITED STATES
MEDiclic 19 oLl c\1 UN I TED 5-n9-rEs

Make a subject search in LUIS using the first heading assigned
to Brown's book. Use the full heading.

How many items does LnIS list under this subject?

141
(0,3 ei 2,0 5AN SO

How many of the listed items were published by the
United States government?

None ( as cA 'Ao SAS gc)



Find Brown's book on the shelf and briefly scan the contents. Use
Chapter 5 to answer the following questions.

In what year did the federal Health Maintenance Organization
Act pass?

VII 3

.Which two Congressional committees held hearings during the
early 1970s on proposed HMO legislation?

Strvx Com ( " I 4 + 4 - Of Wow( 046, Put9VIL We1 -cage,
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2. You then decide to find a few relevant journal articles. You are

interested in :Identifying articles published in academic/scholarly
journals as well as ones found in professional/medical publications.

A colleague remembers seeing good articles on aspects of the HMO
question in recent (1980-85) issues of Policy Studies Journal and
Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law. He.believes that
someonr named Bonanno authored one of the articles. He also recalls
a fine article by Bauman on the formulation and evolution of HMO
policy. He belicves it was published around 176 in Social Science
and Medicine.

Use appropriate indexes to find citations for these three
articles. Complete the bibliographic entries listed below.

Author(s): 3;) Fc, I k son

Article Title: " Y10,1 Li- rt. fo ( re) , htust-gl SyS 44z req (Ana 010.s
Journal Name: Policy Studies Journal

fq't1 S

Volume: CI

Date: 11(10/11

Pages: "113 -7)..-2.0

Author(s): :Nimes Zono,(410 + -Tt'rr:142 k.k)jle-

Article Title:" t'nr°1 I riltni ft(TV4S0" 0, ..04...)SiS 01.. (AATIO.S 0./NiA °Melt S.
Journal Name: Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law

Ink (Ailto
Volume: cl

Date: SVriel(s)

Pages: ti ("2N
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`SCI
Journal Name:

Volume: IC)

Date : k°11 (t) (CleNskra'-

Pages: 1-Xci- 11+2

Author(s): ?

Article Title:

emu rto.y)
fot rio1.,+; on et & 0, 0-f KR, 1-44-, ,no.vf,t
oczonliAfso.n Pali L4, , 16110 1°113, "
Social Science and Medicine

Does the P.BD Library receive thei:e three journals? If so, indicate
call numbers.

Policy Studies Journal

Does library have subscription?

Call number of journal: Ht. el -2_

Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law

Does library have subscription? NES

Call number of journal: Ki1 'lc' 5 .19 "; TC,C?

Social Science and Medicine

Does library have subscription?

Call number of journal: Ra`l°' 'SC°

1E5

kind the Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law article on the
shelf. Scan the footnotes at the end of the article. What article
is cited in note 29?

Author: P. KI S Scxr-I

Article Title:"14e*A44N cnkAtonCk Ocfronru,470eu a.,A fate-0.1
tl

Tow ea& k 1606.04 gr4{-oernmonegro
Journal Name: vocjArl,2114..

Volume:

Date:

exvk

0406R1 111c,

You then seek to determine whether any articles on HMO policy have appeared
in such leading medical journals as JAMA, American Journal of Public Health,
or New England Journal of Medicine.
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Use an appropriate index to find a relevant article published in
one of these journals. Try to find an article that appeared
between 1971 and 1975, since you want to see how the professional
medical community reacted to the federal HMO legislation.
Indicate the article you selected by completing the bibliographic
information below.

Author(s):

Article Title:

Journal Name:

Volume:

Date:

Pages:

3. After finding a variety of books and articles dealing with HMO policy, you
decide to see if there are any recent dissertations on the topic.

Use Comprehensive Dissertation Index to find a recent (1980)
political science dissertation about th,t development and
implementotion of federal policy o HMOs. Complete the
bibliographic data delow.

Author: irt)0:611k Ene)C11.3

"1\V4 tiA R. ( 0 vAn+ GAS, ;relst rtA/V1-h 1 0 A CA '4
tiTitle: 1

(AD harn101c) re1kinkt,,66tst. 06tkort.44-ions
Institution: 1\10(41. 1-uross 34 It

OnAita i45

Degree: (),

Date: k6 30

Pages: 7

In order to gain a fuller understanding of what this dissertation
covers, you decide to read the corresponding abstract printed in
Dissertation Abstracts International.

What does the author consider to be some of the main
factors that accounted for the unsuccessful record of
the federal HMO program?

o?cosii-(onfoorel orocAlle.4 yoaf.f) alfft.tv1+Iti
,

In 0-4§-we'ino) 14f00, 40 kk kro-A fionod sv5J-kr.
OT AN(t if, sort^ ck. l c.z411.L.-4 kr., LI

c-C4reia\ CO gyeatvli ant), sfroUtp-))

);() 1.4-k q-Atesoli+o, ok- A-sk. \-11110 (pm,.
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4. Now that you have identified several pertinent secondary works, you decide
to explore what kinds of government publications are available.

You figure that it would be helpful to find the text and legislative
history of the original. Health Maintenance Organization Act. Use
United States Statutes at Large to answer the following questions.

On what date did the Health Maintenance Organization Act
become law?

0 it.c.ar-,6e .1'1
1

11-13

What is the arpLopriate legal citation for the act's location
in United States Statutes at Large? (Example: 85 Stat. 403)

in s+G. +. CI I 9
What is its Public Law number? (Example: P.L. 96-264)

Q . L. . °13 - *1-2.. Z.

What is the number of the Senate Report that accompanied the
bill (S. 14) out of committee? (Example: S. Rpt. 98-56)

S. R. C1-1-1W1

Remembering that Congress held hearings during the early 1970s on
T oposed HMO legislation, you decide to locate Cle printed documents

0N404.)Q4,1. :at record these valuable committee proceedings. Use an appropriate
1 index to identify the House committee hearings held in 1972 and 1973(TS inb.y. on the HMO issue. Locate the volumes on the shelf and answer the
foil -ming questions.

How many separate volumes of 1972 hearings were published?

4
Who represented the American Medical Association at the 1972
hearings?

Dc. 5 o k n I C Kszxn o a 1.4t , kii cst ch.6.; r goeva of Tru pl-uts
'k0.( raj f-t..-keron , 4 re. d-or, L.R.A)1S (-041Vt 0 .

%

, ,,.+ Au4

.e, KOSSA. it S. g 0+1-, 1 S ca.,-*/ 1 RDA l'ku A, di OR t2t4.11./

Did the AMA representatives support or oppose the passage of the
HMO development legislation being considered by the committee?

OUC).Se-
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.

WI at is the SuDoc number of the 1973 hearing?

Ili . I n gi Li : (13- '.6
Who represented the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare at the 1973 hearings?

frbA ic CAN( kv t c ii Un kw Stcrt+o,o)
5 co-H- 'FIR.rn in (5 1 OAfrito 6 sii 5 illn+ &a.cfeixtit

Or. Gorman Mckde..06,1 P iv-Q.4'0e , k-i-M 0 Sizt v i cit.p r. Solnn S. -2-6. f 9 t Ctevohl A f f 1 1 +4/1-+ Scc-rt+014
Which of the two bills under consideration by the committee
did the HEW representatives support?

V,K . 481(
You then seek to find the text of the Senate Report that accompanied
the Senata HMO bill (S. 14) out of committee. Find the report in the
"Serial Set" and answer the following questions.

What is the number of the "Serial Set" volume that contains
this particular Senate Report?

130n --D.

Which member of the Senate committee submitted a minority
view that opposed passage of the HMO bill?

Strwtor P.vk-,te 4 . Ott.mi n cc. k
Because the Health Maintenance Organization Act has been amended
several times in the years since its original passage, you decide
to find the current codification of all federal laws pertaining to
HMOs. Use the 1982 edition of United States Code to answer the
following questions.

Which title of USC contains the principal federal laws on the
organization and operation of HMOs?

°II +1 t.. Li 2

Which section of that title requires the Secretary of Health
and Human Services to submit an annual report '...o Congress on
federal assistance to HMOs?

stthion '300 t, 1 ti

In order to find out how federal agencies implement the various
statutory provisions dealing with HMOs, you decide to examine the
body of pertinent federal regulations. Use Code of Federal
Regulations to answer the following questions.
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Which title of CFR contains the main body of regulations
dealing with HMOs?

qa.
Which section of that title specifies application requirements
for becoming a federally qualified HMO?

$ e. Liiol 110 (r,044

You then decide to identify some relevant publications issued by
government agencies concerned with HMO policies and operations. You
are especially interested in finding studies prepared by the
Department of Health and Htman Services and the General Accounting

A)41:60., Office. Use an appropriate index to find 1) the HH3 annual report on
the HMO system for fiscal year 1981 and 2) a 1978 GAO report on the
performance of 14 federally qualified HMOs. Complete the
bibliographic data lelow.

tt
1.

Agency Author: Rt. 4eA.141. 004ot. Dew) iLti.itNeu 4?''1131

Cu. kiL Sale 1 CSk \turv S9.01(0...S
Title:

.cNn c1'lo.,,,+Juoms.or(061-4,-1-1chi AnntA1 91.for4 3 Conyts.
Date: toal.

(141)(tfi C..i.01tXA)

Pages: WI tt41 r#'1 croA ckst.)

SuDoc Number: a ,k0.1).10 '1131

1S "),51 81-

Agency Author: gorwl Ac.codri-)f15 OCeic51-

Cc." "'"\.\- Pik% +tnonaL ookotiAkioni (Ai) : cti-N

Title:
onAtnsti o trY (t)1/4, 4,1 f ikti) Os.

Date: 48

Pages: .0i 1--) tn )(n) C; (AA:)

SuDoc Number: G 1.13 D :-) A' 1.15

Locate the two documents and scan the contents of each. Answer the
following questions.

What does the Director Jf the Office of Health Maintenance
Organizations say in his introduction to the HMO annual report
regarding future federal involvement with HMO developmental
grants?

\-P\O a4.0.111M1";IIA Tv\ k-5 k-

q\1/4.4\sa 01/4A-
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

I. Reference Works

Public Administration Dictionary (Ref JA61.C47)
Guide to Library Research in Public Administration (Ref JF1351.S51)
A Handbook of Information Sources and Research Strategies in Public

Administration (Ref JF1351.R63)
Current Municipal Problems (Ref JS39.C85)

II. Bibliographies

Public Administration Series: Bibliography (3rd fl)
CPL Bibliographies (Z5942.C684)
The Bureaucratic State (JF1351.M53 1984)
Comparative Public Administration (JF1341.H8 1984)
Public Choice Theory in Public Administration (JF1411.L67 1984)
American Public Administration (Ref JF1351.A53 1983)
Public Administration in Rural Areas and Small Jurisdictions (JS425.H726 1983)

III. Indexes and Abstracts

Public Affairs InformationService Bulletin '(3rd fl)
Urban Affairs Abstracts (3rd fl)
Sage Public Administration Abstracts (3rd fl)
ABC Poli Sci (3rd fl)

International Political Science Abstracts (3rd fl)
United States Political Science Documents (3rd fl)
Political Science Abstracts (Ref JA86.U643)

International Bibliography of the Social Sciences: Political Science (3rd fl)
Social Sciences Citation Index (3rd fl)
Index to Legal Periodicals (3rd fl)
Criminal Justice Periodicals Index (3rd fl)
Criminal Justice Abstracts (3rd £3)
Police Science Abstracts (3rd fl)
Criminology and Penology Abstracts (3rd fl)
Personnel Literature (3rd fl)
Personnel Management Abstracts (3rd fl)
Work Related Abstracts (3rd fl)
Comprehensive Dissertation Index (3rd fl)

IV. Legal Information Sources

United States Code (MADD)

United States Statutes at Large (MADD)
Code of Federal Regulations (MADD)
Federal Register (MADD)
United States Reports (KF101.A24)
Federal Reporter Second Series (KF133.F52)
Federal Supplement (KF120.F443)

Regional Law Reporters
Law Digests
Federal Regulatory Rulings

V. Government Publications

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
Administrative Conference of the United States
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Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Federal Labor Relations Authority
General Accounting Office
House Committee on Government Operations
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs
Office of Personnel Management

Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications (MADD)Index to United States Government PeriodicalF (MADD)

VI. Sample Luis Headings

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
BUREAUCRACY
POLICY SCIENCES

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
CIVIL SERVICE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT
FINANCE, PUBLIC
LOCAL FINANCE
STATE GOVERNMENTS

INTERGOVERNMENTAL FISCAL RELATIONS

VII. Other Services

Online database searching
Int3rlibrary loan
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